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ABSTRACT In this paper, we present a large-scale mobile augmented reality system that recognizes the buildings in the mobile device’s live video and registers this live view with the 3dimensional models of the buildings. Having the camera pose estimated and tracked, the system adds relevant information about the buildings to the video in the correct perspective. We demonstrate the system on a large database of geo-tagged panoramic images of an urban environment with associated 3dimensional planar models. The system uses the capabilities of emerging mobile platforms such as location and orientation sensors, and computational power to detect, track, and augment buildings in urban scenes. Index Terms— Mobile augmented reality, 3-dimensional models, detection, tracking, building recognition 1. INTRODUCTION Mobile platforms now include cameras, location and orientation sensors, high bandwidth communication, and significant computational resources. Additionally, cloud infrastructure and service providers continue to deploy innovative services, e.g., advanced location-aware services. 3D models of surrounding objects and whole cities are becoming available to consumers. All these capabilities enable various advanced applications including Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR). Most existing MAR systems deal with small-scale or indoor objects. Moreover, outdoor systems (for example Layar [1] or Wikitude [2]) rely exclusively on sensor data and cannot achieve the accurate user experience described herein. Systems such as Google Goggles [3] or Amazon’s SnapTell [4] are snapshot based systems that can identify scene contents, but do not provide meaningful augmentation. Another snapshot MAR system is presented in [5, 6]. This system matches against a database of half a million web images and returns the top matching Wikipedia page augmented in the live view of the mobile device. In this paper, we present a system for real-time augmentation of information in the live view on mobile platforms. We ∗ Performed
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address the problems of registration of 3D models with the live camera view on a mobile device and augmentation of information. The most similar work is by Baatz et al. in [7]. The authors present a large scale system that combines visual information with 3D models of urban scenes for location recognition and camera pose estimation. However, their system processes a single query image taken by the mobile device and not a video in real time. Our system combines multiple features: it is large-scale and leverages visual and contextual information to register the live video acquired by the mobile device with 3D models and augment this video with relevant information in the correct location and perspective. Our video 3D MAR system is running on a mobile platform with Intel® AtomTM processor inside. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the system description. Next, we explain the database preparation in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe online processing. We address the system implementation on our mobile platforms in Section 5. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.



2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION Our 3D MAR system has two main components: offline database processing, and online image matching, tracking, and augmentation. First, we prepare the database of images and 3D models. We obtained our data about urban scenes from Earthmine company. More explicitly, Earthmine acquired images and 3D data with stereo cameras on top of a vehicle at intervals of approximately 20 meters. We process these data to generate a database usable by our system. These operations take place offline on a server. Having the database on the server, or a geographically constrained subset pre-cached on the mobile device, we combine information from the mobile platform’s sensors, the live video feed from the device, and detection and tracking algorithms to recognize and track buildings in the scene and estimate the device’s pose. Consequently, we augment the live view of the device with information in the correct building location and perspective. In the following sections, we elaborate on our video MAR 3D system components.



3. SERVER PROCESSING



3.2. Visual Features Extraction



2. a depth map in the form of a spherical panorama,



In our system, we use detection and tracking algorithms based on both visual information in the scene and sensor data. Such algorithms include matching visual features from the live video frames on the mobile device to features of 3D projected image views in the database. Therefore, extracting such features from these views is part of the preprocessing stage. Keypoint detectors and descriptors such as SIFT [8] and SURF [9] are state-of-the-art candidates. In this paper, we chose SURF for its trade-off between speed and accuracy and we extracted the SURF features from the projected views of the image panoramas.



3. the GPS of the panorama center and its orientation,



3.3. Contour Extraction



4. points cloud,



Another preprocessing step is contours extraction from the planar segments available as the 3D information. These contours can be used later as augmentation content. This approach also relaxes memory and bandwidth requirements on the client device by using contours instead of the complete masks. Additionally, contour information may be used in combination with edge detection to improve matching and augmentation. In details, we generate the contours from a planes mask image by considering one building mask at a time. We first perform morphological edge detection by subtracting a 1-pixel erosion of the mask from the original mask. We then use morphological thinning to ensure that the edge is a single pixel wide. Given this edge image, we traverse the edge to generate a list of (x, y) pairs for each pixel. This yields a dense contour that we make more sparse by culling non-salient points. We perform culling in two stages. First, we compute the curvature of the contour at every point, and keep the points that have a local maximum. Second, we fill in large gaps between these maxima with vertices. This ensures that two neighboring vertices on the contour are not too far from each other. Without this second stage, constant curvature regions, such as circles, will be very poorly approximated.



3D models of buildings for whole cities are becoming available to consumers. 3D points clouds, obtained by lidar, stereo imaging, structured light, time-of-flight cameras, or other technologies are used to generate these building models. As mentioned earlier, we obtained our data from Earthmine company. An Earthmine vehicle collected images at consecutive GPS street locations. The final data delivered to us correspond to dense street locations. For each such location, we have 1. a street-level spherical panoramic RGB image,



5. a spherical panoramic mask image of planes’ indices, where the planes approximate the urban scene’s structure and each mask pixel is the plane index of the RGB panoramic image’s pixel at the same position, and 6. the plane equations. Urban scenes can be well approximated by planar segments, e.g., buildings facades and the ground plane. Hence, Earthmine generates the planes of items 4 and 5 from the depth map/the points cloud. In our system, we used these planar segments to approximate the 3D scene structure, not the depth map/the points cloud. As we explain below, a preprocessing step is still necessary to make the data useful later for online processing, i.e., detection, tracking, and augmentation. 3.1. Panoramas Projection Video frames acquired by a mobile device are projective and not spherical like the Earthmine data. Therefore, the first step is to unfold the spherical image panoramas by projecting them on planes. Such projected 2D image views, and not the spherical ones (see the upper left image in Figure 1), are suitable to be used as reference images matched to video frames acquired by the mobile device because they have similar geometry to query image frames. Not only must the spherical image panoramas be projected, but also the spherical panoramic mask approximating the 3D structure of the urban scene by planes (see the upper right image in Figure 1). There are multiple ways to perform the projection. In our approach, we project the spherical panorama on a fixed set of views that equally partition the 360 degrees angular range around the panorama and that overlap to avoid abrupt changes. In particular, we used 8 views, each covering a 90 degrees field of view of the panorama, and with 45 degrees of overlap (please see the lower part of Figure 1). In the future, we can do the projection differently. We can take advantage of the 3D information available about the scene and project the spherical panorama on the scene’s planes.



3.4. Augmentation Content In addition to the planar segments contour, we can generate augmentation content by geocoding. In particular, we compute the GPS coordinates of a planar segment’s center, potentially the center of a building facade, to perform geocoding (adding a coordinate to a planar image segment). Once a geocoding system is in place, we can deploy it as a service to geo-tag legacy images and video content for consumers. 4. ON-DEVICE PROCESSING In our system, we consider mobile clients with cameras, location and orientation sensors, wireless communication capabilities, and computational power. In particular, we work with



tion, we extract SURF visual features from input video frames on the mobile device and compare those features with visual features of pre-processed database images as in Section 3.2. From the features correspondences between the input frame and the matching image, we estimate the device’s pose. 4.2. Tracking Building detection is a computationally expensive operation and cannot typically be performed at the video frame rate. On the other hand, we can track a device’s pose by fusing orientation sensor data and camera inputs in real-time. To track the video content, we use an efficient low-parameter motionmodel estimation technique [10]. The motion estimation algorithm is based on a multi-resolution, iterative, gradientbased strategy. This algorithm has the added benefit of robustness to foreground motion. Such foreground motion is irrelevant to the position of the fixed buildings in the background. To further refine the tracking and compensate for the drift, we fuse orientation sensor data with visual input and generate the final tracking results. 4.3. Multi-thread Detection and Tracking



Fig. 1. MAR 3D offline processing of spherical panoramas of images/planar masks. an Intel Atom platform satisfying these requirements. We use the GPS and orientation sensors to pre-load a constrained subset of the database of Section 3 and set a local server on the device (see left of Figure 2). As the user changes his/her location, this server is incrementally updated via the network connection to the main preprocessed database. On the other hand, the sensor data and video frames from the mobile device feed into our detection and tracking algorithms, as in the right of Figure 2. The goal of on-line building localization is to detect (recognize) and track the buildings in the camera’s view, and hence estimate the device’s pose relative to them and augment relevant content in the correct perspective. 4.1. Detection We find the mobile device’s location and orientation through GPS, or other location services such as WiFi and 3G, coupled with orientation sensors (compass and accelerometer). With this knowledge, we simplify building detection because the system need only match against database images fulfilling location and orientation constraints. To perform building detec-



Because building detection and tracking modules take different lengths of time, we designed a multi-threaded framework to coordinate them as in Figure 2. The pose tracking thread can run in real-time, while the building-detection thread should run as quickly as possible, but without a hard time-constraint. The multi-threaded framework also coordinates the outputs from the building detection thread and the tracking thread. We define a confidence measure for the reliability of the output from building detection. After the first detection output, we augment the device’s live view with content based on updates from the tracking algorithm to the detection output. When new results from the detection algorithm are available, we update the display if they are more trustworthy than prior results. However, it is important that the confidence of prior results be slowly aged to represent drift in the tracking algorithm. We use the output from building detection to update the mobile device’s pose if the confidence value is larger than the aged confidence value from the tracking thread. 5. IMPLEMENTATION ON INTEL MOBILE PLATFORM We deployed our system on a Moorestown Intel Atom platform. The processor is one core with two threads running at 600 MHz. The memory size is 512 MB. We tested the system at Santana Row neighborhood in San Jose, California. The Earthmine data covers 721 street locations. After offline preprocessing, we ended up with over 23000 files of projected views/masks, contours, SURF, GPS, and augmentation content. In Figure 3, we show a snapshot of the system running



Fig. 3. A snapshot of video MAR 3D running with plane/contour detection and label augmentation. titative evaluation of the system’s rate and matching accuracy. 7. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS Fig. 2. MAR 3D online processing system. It includes detection/tracking of buildings and fuses visual information with sensor data and rough 3D models for real-time augmentation.
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on a video in Santana Row. You can see the contour of a planar segment from the building’s facade and the text label augmented in the correct perspective, at the right locations. The text lies at the center of the planar segment. The contour lines closely fit the building’s edges. Though actual users may not be interested in overlaying the building’s contour, we use it to verify our registration’s effectiveness. From our qualitative experiments, building recognition, tracking, and augmentation work at good accuracy. However, sometimes the planar segment partially covers the building’s facade, as in this example. This limitation is not due to the registration algorithm, but to the extracted planar segments quality. For more refined models, we can do further offline processing of the 3D data to merge the planar segments of a common facade. On the tested Intel platform, the detection algorithm, alone, would run at 1 fps on average, and the speed varies with the constrained database size. The tracking algorithm is faster and would run at 20 fps. When combined in a multi-threaded framework, the overall system runs at 7 to 10 fps on average. 6. CONCLUSION We presented a video MAR system that registers the mobile device live view with rough 3D models of urban scenes. Our system is the first fully functional end-to-end system including detection and tracking algorithms running efficiently on Intel Atom platform, and an expandable database of visual features, 3D models, and metadata. In the future, we will optimize our system to be faster and build benchmarks for quan-
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